
 
You will need to tap into the various vehicle circuits at different points and then run each wire to the 
camera for it to work, I will discuss each of the points I chose to utilize in the vehicle as pictured below: 
 

 
 
 
Video+/Video-/Video Shield:  If you are using the premade shielded twisted pair from home depot then 
you just need to attach each of the “X4” connector on the back of the nav radio.  Looking at the back of 
the radio you will see a 20 position grey connector, this is the one we need to attach to (image below) 

 
My home depot shield wire had a red, a black, and a bare wire.  I used the red for camera2+, the black 
for camera2, and of course the bare wire is for the shield.  Each of these wires will plug into a cavity on 
the X4 connector using the SAIT-A03T-M064 terminals.  If you cannot find these terminals, a service 
terminated lead (GM PN 13575845) is available, you would need three.  Tap the camera2+ wire into the 
cavity labeled 5, camera 2 into the cavity labeled 15, and the bare shield into cavity 18 as shown in the 
attached pinout in the appendix. 
 
Route this new cable set out from behind the center console on the driver’s side and under the drivers 
side carpet to the door sill. 
 
 
 

Connection to NAV 
radio – 3 circuits 

Connection to IGN – 1 
circuit 

Connection to back up 
lamp PWR - 1 circuit 

Connection to GND – 
1 circuits 

Proposed wiring path 
following body harness 



IGN 1 Circuit:  The IGN1 circuit originates in the electrical center under the hood.  It travels through the 
firewall through the instrument panel harness and through a connector in the IP to the body harness.  If 
you have heated/ventilated seats then the easiest place to tap into this circuit is at the location after it 
connects to the body harness.  This location is easily accessible if you pop off the side cover on the 
driver’s side of the instrument panel (open the door and look at the side of the IP). 

 

 

 
Look for the 14 way grey connector and unplug it.  Look at the connector and find pin 1 with a 20 ga pink 
wire in it.  Carefully untape a small bit of the harness and splice and solder your pink wire to this wire.  
Replace the tape you removed and route this wire down behind the IP and under the carpet near the 
driver’s footrest.  Bring it out where the video cable is.  Be sure to tape the pink wire to the body 
harness as it follows it along the floor. 
 
Route these wires together along the floor of the vehicle to the rear and up the rear floor to the area 
under the rear seat on the drivers side.  In order to keep the wires from getting pinched, try and keep 
them routed with the body harness. 
 
Ground:  The ground is probably the easiest of all the wires.  In the rear seatback area (under the rear 
seatback, you need to remove it) all the way to the outboard side and just under the rear package shelf 
you will see a large stud with a bold and a big ring terminal with lots of black grounds coming from it.  
Crimp/solder a ring terminal to your black wire, remove the bolt and slip your ring terminal over the 
other one.  Retighten the ground bolt back to factory torque.  Route this black wire down the seat back 
taping to the existing harness until you meet the other wires.  See picture on next page for ground 
location. 

Looking at drivers side of 
IP connector is item 3 



 
 
 
 
 
Back up lamps:  As you route the black wire from above down the seat back you will see the factory 
harness comes to a bend where it goes from the seat back to the seat bottom.  In the area where the 
taping looks like a black candy cane stripe, peel away some of the tape to reveal the harness.  Under this 
taping you will see a small bundle of green wires taped up.  This is the factory splice location where all 
the backup lamp wires are joined together.   Untape the bundle and solder your green wire to this 
bundle.  Now retape the bundle, and the candy stripe and route the green and black wires to the others. 
 
 
You have now tapped into all the required circuits.  Route your new harness under the carpet to the 
passenger side following the body harness and taping as you go along.  Follow the body harness as it 
passes behind the rear seat on the passenger side, follows along the side of the trunk and then finally 
into the trunk lid to where the licence molding assembly connector is. 
 
You need to attach your 6 new wires to the molding connector in the following way: 
Camera2+ wire to pin 3 
Camera shield wire to pin 4 
Gnd (black) wire to pin 5 
IGN1 (pink) wire to pin6 
Camera2 wire to pin 8 
Backup lamp (green) wire to pin9 
 
If you have the mating Yazaki connectors and terminals you can use those to attach to the molding 
assembly for a really clean install. 

Ground location 

Back up lamp splice 

(Green Wire) 



 
 
 
Also connect the following from your existing harness: 
Park lamp (purple) wire from old harness pin A to new pin 1 
Trunk release switch (purple/white) wire from old harness pin C to pin2 
Trunk release ground (black) wire from old harness pin D to pin 7 
Park lamp ground (black) wire from old harness pin B to pin 10 
 

 
 
 
 
That should be all the connections to the vehicle; you can put all the trim back and take your car to the 
dealer to have them enable the camera.  They will have to go into TIS2WEB and go through the radio 
setup to find the camera option and turn it on. 
 
If all your wiring was completed successfully you will now have a working rear camera just like on the 
2011. 
 
 

Old molding assembly 
harness. 

New molding assembly 
harness 


